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Conference 1: Youth Culture Today 
 
On Youth:  Christian Smith, sociologist from UND writes:  “…teenagers can embody adults highest hopes 
and most gripping fears.  They represent a radiant energy that opens doors to the future for families, 
communities, and society.  But they also evoke deep adult anxieties about teen rebellion, trouble, and 
broken and compromised lives.” -Soul Searching, page 3 
 
On Culture (Merriam-Webster.com):  the customary beliefs, social forms, and material traits of a racial, 
religious, or social group; also:  the characteristic features of everyday existence (as diversions or a way 
of life) shared by people in a place or time 

• To keep up on cultural trends, CPYU.org (the Center for Parent & Youth understanding)is an 
excellent resource, keeping up on song lyrics, movies, TV shows, and other influences on our 
young people from a biblical perspective. 

 
The “National Study of Youth and Religion,” (NSYR) from the University of Notre Dame provides a 
unique snapshot into the lives and beliefs of young people. 

• The NSYR happened in 4 waves.  The first phase of the NSYR began in 2002, when project staff 
surveyed 3290 young people 13-17 years old across the USA, and interviewed 267 of them in 
person across the USA.  (Various faiths, cultures, ages, were represented.)  In 2005, they 
conducted a follow up phone survey & re-interviewed 122 of the same respondents.  A third 
wave followed in 2007-08, and a fourth wave in 2013. 

• The handout provided (“Revelant Statistics”) looks at some of the feedback from the NSYR on 
Catholic youth.  There’s also a free handout from the NSYR themselves, “Understanding Former 
Young Catholics” you can get via a link at thirdplaceproject.com/forpriests 

 
Three good books to read related to the NSYR (there are many others): 

• Soul Searching by Christian Smith: what was learned from that first wave of data. 

• Almost Christian by Kenda Creasy Dean: a response to some of the challenges raised in Soul 
Searching. 

• Young Catholic America synthesizes a good deal of the research done on Catholic youth 
throughout these four waves, with a specific focus on the results they had from Catholic young 
people – in snapshots taken over multiple waves of the NSYR – aged 13-23 years old. 

 
3 Conclusions based on NSYR research: 
 
1. Young People want their lives to have meaning 
Pope Benedict XVI was in Brazil in May, 2007, speaking to young people when he commented on the 
Gospel of the rich young man.  It was then that he said: 
The question in the Gospel does not regard only the future.  On the contrary, it exists as a task in the 
present, in the 'here' and 'now.  In short, the young man's question raises the issue of life's meaning. … 
[W]hat must I do so that my life is not wasted?  
 
Bishop Robert Barron recently commented on this (https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/blog/how-
to-help-young-people-find-faith-an-interview-with-bishop-barron/5858/): “The young people that I deal 
with on a daily basis through the web have a thousand skeptical questions about God, about religion, 
about the institutional Church and its moral teaching, about the Bible, etc. But underneath those 
questions are always an implicit fascination and a desire for connection. I believe they would like the 
Holy Father to know that they are still in the game, still eager to learn, still hungry—even when on the 
surface they might seem angry or disaffected. Their questions are not finally an indication of alienation 
from the Church—just the contrary.” 

https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/blog/how-to-help-young-people-find-faith-an-interview-with-bishop-barron/5858/
https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/blog/how-to-help-young-people-find-faith-an-interview-with-bishop-barron/5858/
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2. Why Catholic teens score so low on these surveys 
The NSYR surveys say that Catholic teens score significantly lower on “religiosity measures” when 
compared to mainline protestant teens.  These measures include things like church attendance, 
importance of faith, and the importance of youth ministry. (SS 208).  Why is this so?  

A. Parent religiosity.  “…the crucial factor on which many of these forces converged (and which to 
some extent determined the state of Catholic youth today) was the inability and sometimes 
unwillingness, of a critical mass of the parents of the Catholic and ex-Catholic emerging adults 
we studied – and those half a generation earlier – to model, teach, and pass on the faith to their 
children.” (YCA 265) 

B. Parish & diocesan institutional commitment/infrastructure: “At the parish and diocesan level, 
the Catholic Church seems to be relatively weak when it comes to devoting attention and 
resources to its youth and their parents.” (SS 211) 

C. Transformed Catholic schools: In the past these provided the majority of Catholic YM & 
religious education.  “Catholic schools of a previous era, for instance were normally guided and 
staffed primarily by priests and nuns educated and dedicated by life calling to distinctively 
Catholic instruction and pedagogy… the Catholic theological knowledge and commitments of the 
95% of today’s lay Catholic school teachers… is sometimes quite thin, however solid are their 
mainstream academic credentials and aptitudes.” (SS 212) 

D. Changing cultural currents:  The authors of this survey noted that the culture that we live in has 
changed.  Where in previous generations, cultural segregation or habit might have ensure the 
passing on of the faith, we don’t have the same segregation of cultural and religious groups.  
What was taboo or flat out prohibited decades ago is now celebrated.  In the Church, the 
ongoing after-effects of what happened and what was perceived to have happened at Vatican II 
are still being felt in the lives of clergy and those who sit in the pews. 

E. We’re only starting to discover what the impact of being constantly connected to one another 
via technology is having on our young people.   

 
3. Instead of Calling them to Christ, we’ve offered them “Moralistic Therapeutic Deism” 
In the book Soul Searching, Christian Smith advances a theory that the dominant religion among teens in 
the USA is what he calls “Moralistic Therapeutic Deism.”  This isn’t a founded or organized religion, but 
he found threads of this religion in many of the interviews they did during the NSR.  In Soul Searching, 
he listed 5 points of the Moralistic Therapeutic Deism creed. (p162-163) 

A. A God exists who created and orders the world and watches over human life on earth. 
B. God wants people to be good, nice, and fair to each others, as taught in the Bible and by most 

world religions. 
C. The central goal of life is to be happy and to feel good about oneself.   
D. God does not need to be particularly involved in ones life except when God is needed to 

resolve a problem. 
E. Good people go to heaven when the die. 

(I’ve left a link to a more in depth explanation of this “religion” the Christian Smith wrote for 
catholiceducation.org on the page at 3PP.com.) 
 
“We have not invested in their (spiritual) accounts: we ‘teach’ young people baseball, but we ‘expose’ 
them to faith.  We provide coaching and opportunities to improve their pitches and their SAT scores, but 
we blithely assume that religious identity will happen by osmosis, emerging ‘when youth are ready’ (a 
confidence we generally lack when it comes to, say, algebra.’)  We simply have not given teenagers the 
soul-strength necessary to recognize, wrestle, and resist the symbiotes (false gods) in our midst – 
probably because we lack this soul-strength ourselves.” (Almost Christian p.15) 
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Conferences 3 & 4: You Give them Something to Eat 

 
Download the document here: https://secure.cccb.ca/pubs/pdf/184-920.pdf 
 
-is a follow-up document to the 1997 USCCB document, Renewing the Vision, which has been the 
foundation for Catholic Youth Ministry in North America for more than 20 years 
-was written by Catholic youth ministers who coordinate a youth ministry certification course and 
published by the CCCB. 
 
Defines youth ministry: Youth Ministry is the response of the Christian community to the needs of 
young people, fostering their development as Catholic Christians and drawing them into responsible 
participation in the life, mission, and ministry of the Church. 
 
Lists 4 Goals for youth ministry: 

1) Effective youth ministry calls the Catholic faith community to continually renew its affective and 
effective option for young people.  

2) Effective youth ministry fosters the total personal and spiritual growth of each young person 
3)  Effective youth ministry invites and empowers young people to live as missionary disciples of 

Jesus Christ in our world today. 
4) Effective youth ministry draws young people to participate responsibly in the life, mission, and 

work of the Catholic faith community. 
 
Presents 6 Settings for youth ministry: 

1) Among the youth themselves 
2) In the family 
3) In schools 
4) In the parish 
5) Social Media & Technology 
6) In the wider community 

 
9 Elements of a Vision for Comprehensive Youth Ministry 
 
Element #1: The Ministry of Evangelization 

• YM is all about introducing young people to Christ, and helping them build a relationship with 
Him. 

 
Element #2: The Ministry of Catechesis  
• YGSE talks about Catechesis as an “apprenticeship” in the Christian way of life.  With the cultural 

shifts we’ve gone through in the Church and in the world, we can’t assume that young people – 
even those who fill our pews & Catholic schools – understand the basics of their faith 

• If we don’t teach them, who will? 
 
Element #3: The Ministry of Intentional Relationships   
• YGSE states that “most people will encounter Jesus Christ in and through his people” (YGSE, 20) 

– something that has been the case from the very beginning.   
• Jesus called His followers by name, and you might argue that the twelve who were most profoundly 

impacted by His ministry because they had the opportunity to live in intentional relationship with 
Him.   
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Element #4: The Ministry of Advocacy  
• Advocacy is trying to give voice to those who aren’t capable or don’t have the opportunity to speak 

for themselves. 
• YGSE talks about the need to advocate in three areas: 

o For the place & value of young people in the Church 
o For those young people marginalized by society as a whole 
o Giving young people the opportunity to advocate for themselves and for others 

 
Element #5: The Ministry of Justice & Service  
• Young people are particularly generous and don’t yet carry the cynicism of other generations: they 

want to make a difference, and they believe they can. 
• Justice & service includes providing opportunities for young people to practice the corporal acts of 

mercy; to work as peacemakers in situations of conflict; and for the sake of our common home 
• Essentially, what we’re trying to do here is engage the enthusiasm of young people for the benefits 

of others. 
 
Element #6: The Ministry of Community life  
• Jesus’ ministry was built on relationships: the 3 (Peter, James & John), the twelve, the forty, and the 

multitudes 
• Our ministry should also be founded on relationships! 

o Young people are incredibly social.  We want them to have a relationship with God, 
relationships with one another, relationships with other generations in our communities 

o We also need to keep in mind the was we can build positive/holy community in their social 
media networks… 

 
Element #7: The Ministry of Leadership Development 
• At some point someone trusted you enough to let you try – fail – and start over again 
• How much of what we learn do we learn from our mistakes? 
• Leadership development means mentoring people into positions where they can lead – and, as we 

have done, learn from their mistakes 
• YGSE talks about the need for YM’s to work towards redundancy: not only building up leaders who 

can take on their place in the parish community, but ideally equipping the community to minister to 
the young on their own & not requiring the employees/volunteers we have for this ministry. 

 
Element #8: The Ministry of Pastoral care 
• Simply put, this means walking with young people in whatever circumstances they find themselves 

in (and this can be messy) 
o YGSE talks about 4 dimensions in which this can take place: 

• Promotion of healthy development and life-enhancing behaviours; 
• Prevention of at-risk behaviours and tendencies; 
• Care for youth in crisis; and 
• Advocacy 

 
Element #9: The Ministry of Prayer & Worship 
• “Through the ministry of prayer and worship, the vast storehouse of the Church's devotional, 

scriptural, liturgical, sacramental and mystical tradition and history is laid out before young people, 
in ways and expressions that are developmentally and situationally appropriate.”  (YGSE, 28) 
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Conference #5: And the Word Was Made Flesh 
 

The Road to Emmaus (Luke 24:13-35) and Youth Ministry: 

o Jesus goes out and meets them where they are, out on the road (headed in the 
wrong direction) 

o He questions them, and hears and sees the ways in which their hearts are troubled 
by all that happened to Him during holy week. 

o He tells them the truth and calls them to come back to the faith they were in the 
process of abandoning.  In the end, He brings them to the Eucharist. 

 

The Art of Accompaniment 

In Evangelii Gaudium, Pope Francis spoke of the need to “(remove our) sandals before the sacred 

ground of the other” in an accompaniment that is “steady and reassuring, reflecting our closeness and 

our compassionate gaze which also heals, liberates and encourages growth in the Christian life.” -EG 

169 

From the pre-synodal Meeting (Palm Sunday 2018) document : 

“Young people are looking for companions on the journey, to be embraced by faithful men and 

women who express the truth and allow young people to articulate their understanding of 

faith and their vocation.” (#10) 

See: www.synod2018.va/content/synod2018/en/news/final-document-from-the-pre-synodal-meeting.html 

 

3 Steps in Accompaniment: 

The first step may very well be the hardest: we need to go out. 

• Remember, this is what Jesus did when he went to find the two disciples on the road. 

• When you look elsewhere in scripture – Jesus talks about going to “win your brother in private” by 
bringing his sin to his attention (Matthew 18).  St. Paul writes about the need not to correct others 
as though they were enemies, but as a brother (2 Thessalonians 3:15).   

o For someone to be a brother implies a pre-existing relationship!  (And one that will continue 
beyond the “correction” regardless of whether they listen to you or not…)  

• In the past, if your family didn’t go to Church, there was a good chance you’d encounter priests and 
religious in your schools, in the hospitals, or in popular media (“Bells of St. Mary’s” – Bing Crosby; 
Fulton Sheen on TV…) 

o We don’t see priests and religious in schools at even a fraction of the level we used to; and 
the popular media representations of priests and religious is anything but flattering 
(disturbed, abusive, lying, hypocritical…) 

o This is why the Pope is on Instagram.  Why the Archdiocese of Edmonton is investing in 
Grandin Media (and GM, in turn, has developed a YouTube show called ‘Left Footers.’) It’s 
all about going to where they are – being in the world but not of it. 

http://www.synod2018.va/content/synod2018/en/news/final-document-from-the-pre-synodal-meeting.html
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o Visit the youth group. 

o Go to plays, BBall games, VBall games, graduations, retreats.  Find opportunities to be 
where they are. 

 

The second step is all about learning to see where our brothers and sisters are coming from and what 
they are going through. 

• Jesus did this by asking questions and listening to the two disciples he was walking with on the road 
to Emmaus. 

• Jesus met his disciples on the road where they were – and then He let them tell Him about 
themselves (earn the right to be heard/know how much you care…) 

o What are their stories?  Why are they living/seeing things the way they do? 

o What is the world in which they live?  The music they listen to, the means they use to 
communicate, the topics of conversation they have? 

o Resource I mentioned Monday - CPYU (The Center for Parent and Youth Understanding) – 
can be a helpful tool here… 

• Jesus asked questions and heard them out before he ever tried to explain a thing to them. 

 

• The third step is calling others back from the shallows into the depths of the ocean – the richness 
of our faith.   

• After walking with them and hearing their stories, Jesus brought these two disciples the truth.  It’s 
easy to imagine their excitement when they realize they were wrong and Jesus is alive… but imagine 
the humility and the shame of turning back and retracing your steps after having spent the whole 
day going in the wrong direction. 

o What would it have felt like to facing Mary Magdalene who had told them Jesus WAS ALIVE? 

o But Jesus had been with them.  He had heard the stories from their hearts.  So when He 
gave them the truth they were inclined to listen regardless of what it might mean for 
themselves, their plan (and their pride!) 

 

“Jesus loved them, walked with them, elicited what they knew—and then he taught, with clarity, at 
length, and in depth. And so young people today (who, trust me, have myriad questions about religion) 
are hungry and thirsty—not just for friendly companions, but for a word from the Church. The term 
“apologetics” is derived from the Greek apologia, which simply means “bringing a word to bear.” It 
implies, therefore, giving a reason, providing a context, putting things in perspective, offering direction. 
How wonderful that, recalling Jesus’ great apologetic intervention, the Emmaus disciples said, “Were 
not our hearts burning within us, while he was talking to us on the road, while he was opening up the 
Scriptures to us?” Young people will feel the same way today if the Church both walks and talks with 
them.” 

-Bishop Robert Barron, see https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/article/why-accompaniment-involves-apologetics/5861/ 

  

https://www.wordonfire.org/resources/article/why-accompaniment-involves-apologetics/5861/
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Conference #6: “EXALT” 
 

Fr. Rob Ketcham video:  petersboat.net/2017/12/26/the-casual-catholic-culture/ 

 

3 Steps to Remember when Bringing Young People to Adoration: 

1. Explain what’s going on 

2. Break up the silence into bite-sized portions. 

3. Whenever possible, tie Adoration to the Sacrament of Reconciliation. 

 

 

 

Some of Mike’s Favorite Youth Ministry Resources: 
Organizations: 

• LIFE TEEN – lifeteen.com (for teenagers) 
• Catholic Christian Outreach – cco.ca (for college/ university students) 
• Focus – focus.org (for college/university students) 
• Busted Halo – Bustedhalo.com 
• CatChat kids club – catchatkidsclub.com (for children’s ministry) 
• Project YM – projectym.com 
• Steubenville Fuel – steubenvillefuel.com 
• Western Canadian Association of Catholic YM’s - wcacym.ca 
• Canadian Catholic Youth Ministry Network – ccymn.ca 
• Video Catechism - vcat.org 
• Left-Footers - grandinmedia.ca/left-footers/  
• Center for Parent & Youth Understanding – CPYU.org 

 

People: 
• Bishop Robert Barron – wordonfire.org 
• Fr. Mike Mireau – fathercatfish.com 
• Jason & Crystalina Evert – chastityproject.com 
• Matt Fradd – mattfradd.com 

• Integrityrestored.com (with Dr. Peter Kleponis – Pornography Recovery) 
• Fightthenewdrug.org (gives secular arguments against pornography) 

• Frank Mercadante – cultivationministries.com 
• Also books: Growing Teen Disciples, Engaging A New Generation 

• Chris Stefanick – reallifecatholic.com 
• Ken Yasinski – catholicspeaker.com 

 

Also, get in touch with the office of youth & young adult ministry in your diocese! 

https://grandinmedia.ca/left-footers/

